Controllability of chemical reactions is an important problem in chemical engineering science. In control theory, analysis of the controllability of linear systems is well-founded, however the dynamics of chemical reactions is usually nonlinear. Global controllability properties of chemical reactions are analyzed here based on the Lie-algebra of the vector fields associated to the reaction steps. A chemical reaction is controllable almost everywhere if all the reaction rate coefficients can be used as control inputs. The problem where one can not control all the reaction rate coefficients is also analyzed. The reaction steps whose reaction rate coefficients need to be control inputs are identified. A general definition of consecutive reactions is given, and it turns out that they are controllable almost everywhere by using the reaction rate coefficient of only one reaction step as control input.
Introduction
Controlling chemical reactions is a key issue in modern chemical engineering science, see e.g. [15] , where control of nonlinear chemical reactors is considered. The well founded methods in control engineering are based on linear dynamical systems, however the dynamics of chemical reactions is usually nonlinear. Control and controllability of nonlinear systems is only available for a relatively small class of systems, and is more involved than control of systems with linear dynamics, see e.g. [2, 10] .
Controllability of chemical reactions is usually analyzed using control theory developed for linear systems, and the linear model is acquired by linearizing the dynamics at an operating point. Controllability of chemical reactions that have a positive equilibrium is established in [5] based on the linearized dynamics. In [20] , controllability analysis of a liquid-phase catalytic oxidation of toluene to benzoic acid was done based on linearization at five different operating points, and controllability analysis of polymerization in different operating points was done in [14] . Controllability analysis of protein glycosylation was done based on a linear model identified from measurements in [1] . The connection of controllability and structure of chemical reaction was analyzed in [17] , while controllability of chemical processes was analyzed in [11, 13, 16, 18, 19] .
Controllability analysis in operating points however only gives local results. The application of conditions for exact linearization (that includes the examination of the Lie-algebra of certain vector fields of the system) was suggested for the controllability analysis of chemical reactions in [4] , however no general results were given. A review of controllability analysis of chemical reactions was done in [21] .
We analyze the Lie-algebra of the vector fields related to the reaction steps, and use the results to analyze global reachability and controllability properties of chemical reactions. We consider the reaction rate coefficients of the reaction steps as control inputs and seek to find the lowest number of control inputs needed to control the system. The analysis done in this paper is symbolical, contrary to the analysis done in the literature that is usually numerical with some few exceptions, e.g. [5] . Our investigation will be restricted to those reactions for which the stoichiometric and kinetic subspaces coincide [7] ; however this is not a too strong restriction. We give the model structure of kinetic equations that is used to model chemical reactions, and some results on the analysis of reachability and controllability of nonlinear systems based on the Lie-algebra of its vector fields in Sect. 2. We show that chemical reactions are controllable almost everywhere if the control inputs are the reaction rate coefficients of the reaction steps in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we further analyze the Lie-algebra of the vector fields corresponding to reaction steps, and give results on controllability when not all the reaction rate coefficients are control inputs. We give a lower and upper bound for the required number of control inputs, and identify the reaction steps whose reaction rate coefficients need to be control inputs. We define the initializer reaction steps and prove that their reaction rate coefficients need to be control inputs, that has already been shown by experiments in [14] on a polymerization example. We define the consecutive reactions, and show that they can be controlled with only one control input. Moreover, we show that the exact linearization of consecutive reactions is possible almost everywhere. We give two examples for consecutive reactions in Sect. 5, and analyze their controllability and region of controllability. The paper ends with a discussion in Sect. 6.
Kinetics of reactions and controllability properties 2.1 The differential equation of reaction kinetics
Let the number of species participating in a chemical reaction be M, and the species be denoted by X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X M . Suppose, that the reaction consists of R reaction steps. We call the linear combination of the species on the left-hand side of a reaction step the reactant complex, and the linear combination of the species on the right-hand side of a reaction step the product complex, so a reaction step is defined by giving the reactant complex that transforms into a product complex with a given reaction rate coefficient. Let α(m, r ) denote the number of species X m in the reactant complex of the r th reaction step and let β(m, r ) denote the number of species X m in the product complex of the r th reaction step. Let k r be the reaction rate coefficient of the r th reaction step. The chemical reaction system (or simply: reaction) is defined by the R reaction steps [ 
The matrix γ = β −α is called the stoichiometric matrix, and its columns are called the reaction step vectors. The usual mass action type differential equation of the reaction (1) isẋ
where x m (t) is the concentration of the species X m at time t, x(t) is the vector of concentrations with its mth element being x m (t), γ (·, r ) denotes the r th column of the matrix γ , and x α(·,r ) is the monomial
Definition 1
We call the image space of the stoichiometric matrix γ the stoichiometric space.
The stoichiometric space is the tangent space of the system (2) in almost all practically relevant cases. As to the exceptions, which we disregard here, see [7] . Since the stoichiometric space is the tangent space of the system (2), the dynamical system is only able to change its state locally in the sets of the form (x 0 + Ran γ ) ∩ (R + 0 ) M , called reaction simplexes [3] or stoichiometric compatibility classes.
Reachability and controllability of nonlinear systems
Consider an input affine system with the differential equation and initial conditioṅ
We say that the system is smooth if f and g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g J are smooth functions, i.e. f , g 1 
Definition 2 Define the following sets, called the reachability sets:
• R(x 0 , T ) = { the set of the states of the system (4) at time T if the initial condition is
i.e. all the states of the system that can be reached in arbitrary time with the initial condition x(0) = x 0 and an arbitrary bounded input.
Definition 3
The system described with the differential equation (4) is called strongly reachable from the point x * if the set R(x * , T ) has an interior point for all T > 0.
Definition 4
The system described with the differential equation (4) is called locally controllable in the point x * if x * is the interior point of R(x * ).
Note that we only deal with controllability properties, and do not discuss the problem of finding the input functions that are required to get into the desired state.
The analysis of the controllability properties of nonlinear smooth systems involves the examination of the Lie-brackets of the vector fields corresponding to the differential equations of the systems.
Definition 5
The Lie-bracket of two smooth vector fields ϕ,
Definition 6 A Lie-algebra [9] is a vector space V over the field F equipped with the binary operation [·, ·] called the Lie-bracket (or Lie-product), if it satisfies the following properties.
1. Bilinearity, i.e. ∀c 1 , c 2 ∈ F and ∀x, y, z ∈ V
The first two properties of the Lie-bracket imply anticommutativity, i.e. ∀x, y ∈ V , [x, y] = −[y, x]. In this article, we will use the Lie-algebra of the vector space of smooth functions C ∞ (R M , R M ) over the field R equipped with the Lie-bracket defined by (5) .
Definition 7
The Lie-algebra L generated by the vector fields f 1 and f 2 , denoted by
that satisfies the following properties [2] :
Definition 8
The object that assigns to every point x ∈ R M a linear subspace of R M is called a distribution [10] . Distributions are usually denoted by the symbol .
Definition 9
A vector field f is said to be an element of a distribution ( f ∈ ), if the value of f is in the subspace assigned to in every point, i.e. ∀x ∈ R M , f (x) ∈ (x).
Definition 10 A distribution
is said to be involutive if ∀τ 1 , τ 2 ∈ it has the property that [τ 1 , τ 2 ] ∈ .
Definition 11
A distribution C is called the controllability distribution [10] of the system (4), if Remark 1 Note that it is usually supposed that the M differential equations in (4) are all linearly independent, thus the dimensions of the appropriate distributions have to be equal to M in Theorems 1-4. However, the differential equations of chemical reactions are usually not independent, there are at most rank γ number of independent differential equations, so if we analyze the controllability properties of chemical reactions, we have to check if the dimensions of the appropriate distributions are equal to rank γ when using Theorems 1-4.
Note that for linear systems with the differential equatioṅ
the controllability distribution assigns the same subspace for every point, and this subspace is the image space of the controllability matrix 
Reachability and controllability of chemical reactions if all reaction rate coefficients are control inputs
As a first step we consider chemical reactions in the form of (2) assuming that all of the reaction rate coefficients can be varied independently, so all reaction rate coefficients are control inputs. The chemical reaction under consideration thus is the driftless smooth input affine systemẋ
that is obtained from (2) with the substitution k r = u r (t) for r = 1, 2, . . . , R. This chemical reaction consists of R reaction steps with M species. Usually the M differential equations in (12) are not linearly independent, in spite of the fact that usually R is much larger than M; in combustion chemistry, the Law's law [12] says that R ≈ 5M. We will suppose that there are rank γ number of linearly independent differential equations in (12) . The controllability of chemical reactions in the form of (12) have already been analyzed in [5] , where the author proved the following two theorems: Theorem 5 Suppose that the system (12) has a positive equilibrium x * for u 1 = u 2 = · · · = u R = 1. Then for the control matrix B of the linear system (10) obtained from (12) by linearization at the equilibrium point x * , we have that rank B = rank γ , i.e. the linearized model is controllable, meaning that the system is controllable at the equilibrium point x * . Theorem 6 Assume that a chemical reaction has a positive equilibrium x * and that rank γ = M. Then the system is controllable in the positive orthant.
We prove that chemical reactions in the form of (12) are controllable almost everywhere without the need to assume the existence of a positive equilibrium; moreover they are controllable in the positive orthant. Before that, note that (12) defines a driftless system, for which we know the following theorem [2] : Theorem 7 Let U be a connected nonempty subset of R M , and suppose that (12) is defined for all x ∈ U and u ∈ R R . Suppose that the Lie-algebra generated by the vector fields g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g R spans a rank γ dimensional subspace in every x ∈ U . Then for every x 0 , x 1 ∈ U and ∀T > 0 there exists an u ∈ L ∞ ((0, T ), R R ) such that the solution of the Cauchy problem defined by (12) and
Remark 2 This theorem implies global controllability on U .
Theorem 8 A chemical reaction with all reactions rates as control inputs is controllable almost everywhere. Moreover, it is controllable at every point of the positive orthant.
Proof The Lie-algebra generated by the vector fields g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g R contains the subspace span g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g R (13) and since for every strictly positive (or negative) vector x this subspace is (14) with c r = x α(·,r ) being a nonzero constant for a fixed x > 0 (or x < 0) for r = 1, 2, . . . , R, this implies that the dimension of the Lie-algebra generated by the vector fields g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g R equals to the dimension of the image space of γ , so by Theorem 7 the system is controllable in the positive orthant.
Note that it is possible that x m = 0 for some m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M} and the system is still controllable. Another result from [5] is that if we make a reaction step reversible, and add this reaction step to the original reaction, then under some conditions, the controllability properties of the resulting system does not change.
Consider a reaction that has a positive equilibrium. Let the input matrix of this reaction linearized in the positive equilibrium be B. Take a reaction step, and make it reversible, and add this step to the original reaction. Suppose that the resulting reaction also has a positive equilibrium, and let the input matrix of the linearized model beB. Then the rank of these matrices are the same [5] , as it is stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 9 Let us assume that a given reaction has a positive equilibrium. If we make a reaction step reversible and the obtained reaction also has a positive equilibrium then rankB = rank B.
We show, that if we make any reaction step reversible, then it does not affect controllability in the positive orthant regardless of the existence of a positive equilibrium.
Theorem 10 If we make any reaction step reversible, then the resulting chemical reaction is controllable almost everywhere; moreover, it is controllable at every point of the positive orthant.
Proof Make the r th reaction step reversible, i.e. the reaction step vector of the added reaction step is α(·, r ) − β(·, r ) = −γ (·, r ) and the reactant complex of the new reaction step is defined by the vector β(·, r ), so the differential equation of the new reaction step iṡ
Theγ stoichiometric matrix of the extended reaction is
so it immediately follows that rankγ = rank γ . The Lie-algebra generated by the vector fields of the extended reaction contains the subspace
where the left-hand side is the image space ofγ if the constants c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c R are not zero.
Based on the results of this section, we can conclude that chemical reactions are controllable at almost every point (and controllable in the practically important positive orthant) if all the reaction rate coefficients can be varied independently to control the system. Moreover, controllability is not harmed even if we make any reaction step reversible. In the next section we analyze the practically more important case when not all reaction rate coefficients can be used as control inputs.
In this case 1 ≤ K < R. Let the vector field corresponding to the r th reaction step be denoted by g r , i.e.
then the differential equation of the reaction with K control inputs iṡ
Definition 13 The controllability distribution of the reaction (19) with K control inputs is the distribution
The controllability distribution (K ) C is thus spanned by the vector fields from the Lie-algebra generated by the vector fields ad j f g 1 , ad j f g 2 , . . . , ad j f g K for j = 0, 1, 2, . . ., therefore in the following analysis, we will need the Lie-brackets of the vector fields corresponding to reaction steps of the form of (18) . We will show, that at each fixed x ∈ R M , the Lie-bracket of the vector fields corresponding to two reaction steps is the linear combination of the reaction step vectors. First, we introduce the notation
with e m being the mth M-dimensional unit vector. Defining the diagonal matrix
, we can write the derivative of the monomial x α(·,r ) in the short form
Utilizing these notations, we may formalize the Lie-bracket of vector fields corresponding to reaction steps as follows.
Lemma 1 Let g i , g j be vector fields in the form of (18) . Then their Lie-bracket at the point x ∈ R M is
Proof Since the Lie-bracket of two vector fields is [g i , g j ] = g j g i − g i g j by (5), and the vector fields are of the form of (18), we only have to analyze the derivative of the vector fields. The derivative of the vector field g i at a point x ∈ R M is
. This derivative can be written as
where we have utilized the notation introduced before the lemma. Since the vector field at a point
, the statement of the Lemma follows after substitution into the defining equation (5) of the Lie-bracket.
Proof Expanding the term D i in the following expression, we get
where d i m (x) is either the zero polynomial, or the derivative of a fixed polynomial with regard to its mth variable, for any m. However 
that concludes the proof.
If we use the notation for the elementwise (or Hadamard) product of two vectors, the condition for Lemma 2 can be written as α(·, i) γ (·, j) = 0.
Using this notation, the Lie-bracket of two vector fields of the form (18) is
In the analysis of the Lie-bracket of vector fields corresponding to reaction steps, species that participate in both the reactant and product complex of a reaction step by the same amount do not count. We call this species the direct catalyst of a reaction step.
Definition 15
The mth species is the direct catalyst of the r th reaction step, if the following two (equivalent) statements hold.
1. γ (m, r ) = 0, but α(m, r ) = 0. 2. The mth species participates in the reactant and product complex of the r th reaction step by the same amount.
Note that in the reaction step
neither the species X nor the species Y is a direct catalyst according to our definition. However, in the reaction step X + Y −→ X the species X is a direct catalyst.
Definition 16
The mth species is the direct catalyst of a reaction, if the following two (equivalent) statements hold.
1. γ (m, ·) = 0.
2. If the mth species participates in a reaction step, then it is a direct catalyst of that reaction step.
Lemma 3
The Lie-bracket of two vector fields g i , g j corresponding to reaction steps written in the form of (18) at the point x ∈ R M is 1.
[g i , g j ](x) = 0, if there exists no species in the reaction that participates in both the ith and jth reaction step or if it participates, it is a direct catalyst of the reaction steps. 2. [g i , g j ](x) = −κ i, j (x)x α(·, j) γ (·, i), if there exists at least one species that participates in the reactant complex of the ith reaction step, and participates in the jth reaction step, but not as a direct catalyst of the jth reaction step, and there exists no species that participates in the reactant complex of the jth reaction step but does not participate in the ith reaction step except as a direct catalyst. (·, j) , if there exists at least one species that participates in the reactant complex of the jth reaction step, and participates in the ith reaction step, but not as a direct catalyst of the ith reaction step, and there exists no species that participates in the reactant complex of the ith reaction step but does not participate in the jth reaction step except as a direct catalyst.
, if there exists a species that participates in the reactant complex of the ith reaction step and participates in the jth reaction step but not as a direct catalyst, and there exists a (possibly different) species that participates in the reactant complex of the jth reaction step and participates in the ith reaction step, but not as a direct catalyst.
Proof (1) : The condition is equivalent to α(·, i) γ (·, j) = 0 and α(·, j) γ (·, i) = 0, which implies that [g i , g j ] = 0 because of Lemma 2.
(2) : The statement is equivalent to α(·, i) γ (·, j) = 0 but α(·, j) γ (·, i) = 0, so by Lemma 2 κ i, j = 0 but κ j,i = 0, that implies [g i , g j ](x) = −κ i, j (x)x α(·, j) γ (·, i) because of (27). (3) : The consequence of (2) and the anticommutativity of the Lie-bracket. (4) : The consequence of (2) and (3) and the bilinearity of the Lie-bracket.
In order to prove our next theorem, we need the following lemma:
. . . f n (x) be an n ×n matrix whose elements are polynomials of x ∈ R n of finite order. If there exists a point x * ∈ R n such that det P(x * ) = 0, then det P = 0 holds almost everywhere in R n .
Proof Since the elements of the matrix are finite order polynomials, the determinant of P is also a finite order polynomial. Since there is a point at which det P = 0, this polynomial is not the zero polynomial, thus the set of the roots of the determinant has zero measure in R n , so det P = 0 almost everywhere in R n .
Theorem 11
If a chemical reaction is strongly reachable from a point x * ∈ R M with the inputs K , then it is strongly reachable almost everywhere.
Proof If the reaction is strongly reachable from x * , then by Theorem 2 it follows that dim (K ) C = rank γ , which means that there are rank γ number of independent vectors spanning (K ) C . The controllability distribution (K ) C is spanned by the vector fields from the Lie-algebra generated by vector fields of the form of (18) , which are polynomials with each monomial being multiplied with one of the reaction step vectors because of Lemmas 1-3, thus by collecting the reaction step vectors we get that
with ρ r , r = 1, 2, . . . , R being some polynomials. If the reaction is strongly reachable at a point x * , then Suppose without the loss of generality, that the first S component of the vectors ρ 1 (x * )γ (·, 1), ρ 2 (x * )γ (·, 2), . . . , ρ S (x * )γ (·, S) are linearly independent. Denote the choice of the first S components of the polynomial vector ρ i γ (·, i) by ρ i γ (·, i) [S] . Then linear independence can be expressed so that the system of equations defined by
at the point x * has only the trivial solution. This yields that the determinant of the matrix on the left-hand side of (30) is not zero, and by Lemma 4, the determinant of that matrix is not zero almost everywhere in R S , so the vectors are linearly independent almost everywhere.
In the following proof we give an upper estimate for the required number of control inputs.
Theorem 12 A reaction is controllable almost everywhere with rank γ number of reaction rate coefficients used as control inputs, i.e. K = rank γ .
Proof Choose as control inputs the reaction rate coefficients of reaction steps whose reaction step vectors are linearly independent. Suppose without the loss of generality that these are the first K reactions steps, so the control vector fields are the g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g K vector fields. Since these vector fields span a rank γ dimensional subspace almost everywhere, Theorem 3 implies that the system is controllable almost everywhere.
In practice, usually rank γ < R, so controlling only rank γ reaction rate coefficients may be much easier than controlling the reaction rate coefficients of every reaction. The question is, whether we can further decrease the number of control inputs.
Definition 17
Let the reaction rate coefficients of the first K reaction steps be control inputs. A reaction step is said to be the critical reaction step of the control system with the K inputs, if removing the rate coefficient of that reaction step from the control inputs reduces the dimension of the controllability distribution almost everywhere.
Simply saying, if we remove the reaction rate coefficient of a critical reaction step from a controllable system then the resulting system will not be controllable. Identification of critical reaction steps is crucial in finding the required control inputs.
Definition 18
A reaction step is said to be an initializer, if the species of its reactant complex do not participate in any other reaction steps, except if such a species is a direct catalyst in the given step, and the species participating in the reactant complex are not all direct catalysts.
For example, in the reaction
both reaction steps are initializers, while in the reaction
only the first reaction step is an initializer. Initializers have key role in the control of chemical reactions, because they are always critical reaction steps.
Theorem 13 An initializer is a critical reaction step for all K input sets that contain the initializer.
Proof Let the ith reaction step be an initializer. Due to the definition of the initializer, there exist an m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M} such that γ (m, i) = 0, but γ (m, j) = 0 for all j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , R}, j = i, so the reaction step vector corresponding to an initializer is linearly independent from all the other reaction step vectors of the chemical reaction.
Suppose indirectly, that the system is controllable, so by Theorem 1 it follows that there exists a number K such that (K ) C has dimension rank γ almost everywhere, but i / ∈ I = {1, 2, . . . , K }. We will show, that this can not happen.
Since i / ∈ I , and γ (·, i) is linearly independent from other column vectors of γ , γ (·, i) is linearly independent from all g k , k ∈ I almost everywhere. Let G denote the Lie-algebra generated by the vector fields g k , k ∈ I . Due to Lemma 3, this Lie-algebra consists of vector fields that can be written as
with ρ k being some polynomials. At almost every x ∈ R M , the vector g(x) is linearly independent of γ (·, i), since it is the linear combination of vectors γ (·, k), k ∈ I that are linearly independent from γ (·, i). Let us examine the vector fields of the form ad j f G ( j = 1, 2, . . .) . Because the Lie-bracket is bilinear, ad f G can be written as
Vector fields of the form n∈N ,n =i k n g n , G are linearly independent of γ (·, i) almost everywhere due to the same argument as before, since the vectors g n , n ∈ N , n = i are linearly independent from γ (·, i) almost everywhere.
Albeit g i (x) = γ (·, i)x α(·,i) is linearly dependent of γ (·, i), the vector fields [k i g i , G] are also linearly independent of γ (·, i), since the ith reaction step is an initializer, i.e. there exists no species that is in the reactant complex of the ith reaction step, but participates in the other reaction steps except as a direct catalyst, so by Lemma 3, the Lie-bracket of these vector fields does not contain a component linearly dependent of γ (·, i).
Since ad f G does not contain a component linearly dependent of γ (·, i), the same holds for ad j f G with j > 1 by the same argument that was applied before. The Lie-algebra generated by ad j f G with j ≥ 0 is also linearly independent from γ (·, i) almost everywhere, since the vector fields in the generators are linearly independent from γ (·, i) almost everywhere.
Since the controllability distribution is formed by vector fields from the Lie-algebra generated by ad j f G with j ≥ 0 that does not contain γ (·, i), dim (K ) C < rank γ almost everywhere, which implies the system can not be controllable by Theorem 1, that is a contradiction.
This theorem states that the reaction rate coefficient of an initializer needs to be controlled in order to control the chemical reaction, so a lower estimate of the required number of control inputs is the number of initializers in a reaction. Note that the number of initializers can be easily found utilizing the α and γ matrices. Usually the required number of control inputs is higher than the number of initializers, but there are some special reactions that can be controlled by controlling the reaction rate coefficients of its initializers.
The following are also true about initializers:
1. A step of a reversible pair can not be an initializer.
2. If the reaction is weakly reversible, then there is no initializer, but it is possible to find initializer classes, which we define later. 3. If any of the species of the reactant complex are zero initially, then the initial step can not start, and the reaction is not controllable at the initial point.
Definition 19
A reaction is called a consecutive reaction if it has the following properties.
1. It has exactly one initializer.
2. If we remove the initializer, the resulting reaction has exactly one initializer (or it is empty), so it has the previous property. 3. If we remove the initializer, the resulting reaction has the previous two properties.
In consecutive reactions the reaction steps follow each other serially, so they may also be called serial reactions. The examples in Sect. 5 will show that our definition of consecutive reactions is more general than the one usually used in chemical kinetics. A consecutive reaction has only one initializer, and the reaction is controllable by controlling the reaction rate coefficient of the initializer only.
Theorem 14 A consecutive reaction is controllable almost everywhere with only one input, if and only if the input is the reaction rate coefficient of its initializer.
Proof If the reaction is controllable with one input, then the input must be the reaction rate coefficient of the initializer due to Theorem 13. Next we prove, that if the control input is the reaction rate coefficient of the initializer, then the reaction is equivalent to a controllable and observable linear system almost everywhere using Theorem 4.
Let the initializer of the consecutive reaction have the index i 1 . If we remove the initializer, we get a consecutive reaction due to the definition of consecutive reactions, or an empty reaction. Let the initializer of the new reaction be the reaction step that has the index i 2 in the original reaction. The reactant complex of the i 2 th reaction step has at least one species that participates in the i 1 th reaction step and is not a direct catalyst in either reactions, otherwise the original reaction would have the i 2 th reaction step as an initializer as well. The reaction step with index i 1 does not have common (non direct catalyst) species with reaction steps other than the one with index i 2 , since if it had a common non direct catalyst species with an reaction step with index j = i 2 , it would mean that removing i 1 would result in a reaction with both i 2 and j being initializers (or none of them), that contradicts the definition of a consecutive reaction. So the reaction step with index i 1 has common species only with reaction step with index i 2 . Note that the reaction steps with index i 1 and i 2 are also linearly independent, otherwise there would be only direct catalysts participating in the reaction steps, and that would contradict the definition of the consecutive reaction.
Remove the reaction steps with indices i 1 and i 2 . The resulting reaction is either empty, or it has one initializer, let this be the reaction step with index i 3 in the original reaction. Using similar argument as before, the reaction step with index i 2 has a non direct catalyst species that participates in the reactant complex of the reaction step with i 3 , and the reaction step with index i 2 has common species with reaction steps with indices i 1 and i 3 only (except for species that are direct catalysts of the i 2 th reaction step). Moreover, the reaction step with index i 3 is linearly independent of the reaction steps with indices i 1 and i 2 .
We find the i n th reaction step by removing the first n − 1 initializers recursively. Then the i n th reaction step has common species (other than direct catalysts) only with reaction steps with indices i n−1 and i n+1 , and the reactant complex of the reaction step with index i n has a common non direct catalyst species with the reaction step with index i n−1 . This also implies that the vectors γ (·, i 1 ), γ (·, i 2 ), . . ., γ (·, i n ), . . . are linearly independent, and thus all reaction steps are linearly independent, and rank γ = R.
The indices of the reaction steps of the consecutive reaction can be arranged into the set {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i R }, and the drift and the control vector fields of the consecutive reaction can be written as
In order to check the first condition of Theorem 4, we examine the vector fields ad j f g for j = 0, 1, . . . , R − 1. The vector field g spans γ (·, i 1 ) almost everywhere because of its definition. The Lie-bracket ad f g can be written as
where the second term is zero due to Lemma 2, since the reaction step with index i 1 has common non direct catalyst species only with the reaction step with index i 2 . The reaction step with index i 2 has a non direct catalyst species in its reactant complex that participates in the i 1 th reaction step not as a direct catalyst, but there is no species in the reactant complex of the i 1 th reaction step that participates in the i 2 th reaction step as a non direct catalyst, so the application of Lemma 3 results in the vector field ad f g at the point x ∈ R M written as
so g and ad f g span {γ (·, i 1 ), γ (·, i 2 )} almost everywhere. Due to the definition of Now we examine the second condition of Theorem 4. We analyse the distribution span g, ad f g, . . . , ad R−2 f g (44) and check if it is involutive. Since in a fixed point the vector field g is the linear combination of γ (·, i 1 ), while the vector fields ad j f g are linear combinations of the vectors γ (·, i 2 ), ,. . ., γ (·, i j+1 ) for j = 1, . . . , R−2 , this implies that their Lie-brackets are linear combinations of the vectors γ (·, i 1 ), γ (·, i 2 ), . . . , γ (·, i R − 1) because of Lemma 3, thus their Lie-bracket is in the distribution (44), thus the distribution is involutive, and the second condition of Theorem 4 is also satisfied. Since both conditions of Theorem 4 are satisfied almost everywhere, the system is equivalent to a controllable and observable linear system almost everywhere, that concludes the proof.
Remark 3
The proof of this theorem tells us more than controllability. It also shows, that for consecutive reactions with the input being the reaction rate coefficient of the initializer, there exits a scalar field h, such that if the output is chosen to be y = h(x), the system can be transformed into a linear system with state variables y,ẏ,ÿ, . . . , y (R−1) almost everywhere.
It is possible, that a chemical reaction does not have an initializer. However, in this case there is a group of reaction steps such that if they were united into one reaction step, the result would be an initializer. We will call these groups the initializer classes.
Definition 20
We say that a group of reaction steps form an initializer class, if the species from the reactant complex of the reaction steps in the initializer class do not participate in the reaction steps that are not in the initializer class, except as direct catalysts.
Theorem 15 There is a critical reaction step in each initializer class.
Proof The proof is indirect. Suppose, that the reaction rate coefficients corresponding to the reaction steps in the initializer class are not among the control inputs, and that the chemical reaction is controllable almost everywhere. Consider the fictive reaction that is the linear combination of the reaction steps in the initializer class. This fictive reaction can be used in the analysis, since the drift vector fields of the chemical system in question consists of the linear combination of the vector fields corresponding to the reaction steps of the initializer class and possibly other reaction steps, and the Liebracket is bilinear. The linear combination of the reaction steps of the initializer class is an initializer by definition, that is a critical reaction step due to Theorem 13, so the chemical reaction is not controllable, that is a contradiction.
Examples
Consider the following consecutive reaction with three species (M = 3) and two reaction steps (R = 2)
This reaction has one initializer, it is the first reaction step with reaction rate coefficient k 1 . The matrices α, β, γ formed by the reactant complex vectors, product complex vectors and reaction step vectors respectively are
This is a consecutive reaction, so by Theorem 14 it is controllable with a single input if the control input is the reaction rate coefficient of the initializer, i.e. it is the reaction rate coefficient k 1 . The control and drift vector fields are
and the differential equation of the chemical reaction iṡ
where x = (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) and x 1 , x 2 and x 3 is the concentration of the species X 1 , X 2 and X 3 , respectively. The controllability distribution is spanned by the vector fields from the Lie-algebra generated by ad
The vector fields g and [ f , g] are linearly independent almost everywhere, so the dimension of the controllability distribution is at least two almost everywhere. Since the dimension of the stoichiometric space is rank γ = 2, this implies that the reaction is strongly reachable almost everywhere, moreover the first condition of Theorem 4 is also satisfied. Since rank γ = 2, the second condition of Theorem 4 is automatically satisfied since span{g} is involutive trivially, so the system is equivalent to a controllable and observable linear system almost everywhere. Now we determine the set of null measure on which the system is not controllable. The system is trivially not controllable on the line x 1 = 0, since in this case g(x) = 0. Now suppose, that x 1 = 0. The vector field [ f , g] is zero at x 2 = 0, however there may be other vector fields in the Lie-algebra generated by the vector fields ad j f g with j ≥ 0 that are not zero at x 2 = 0.
The vector field [g,
that is not zero, if x 2 = 0, however it is zero, if x 1 = x 2 . So if x 1 = 0 and x 2 = 0, then the stoichiometric space is spanned by the vector fields g and [ f , g] , and if x 1 = 0 and x 2 = 0, then the stoichiometric space is spanned by the vector fields g and [g, [ f , g] ].
This implies that the reaction is controllable everywhere except on the line x 1 = 0. Consider the following consecutive reaction that consists of three reaction steps with four species:
This reaction has one initializer, that is the reaction step with the reaction rate coefficient k 1 . The matrices α, β, γ formed by the reactant complex vectors, product complex vectors and reaction step vectors respectively are
Let the control input be the k 1 reaction rate coefficient of the first reaction, and let the concentrations of the species X 1 , X 2 , X 3 and X 4 be denoted by x 1 , x 2 , x 3 and x 4 respectively. Then the control and drift vector fields are
and the differential equation of the chemical reaction system iṡ
We calculate the vector fields [ f , g] and [ f , [ f , g] ].
The vector field
The vector field [ f ,
The vector fields g , [ f , g] and [ f , [ f , g] ] are linearly independent almost everywhere, and they are in the Lie-algebra generated by the vector fields ad j f g with j ≥ 0, so the controllability distribution contains these vector fields, and the dimension of the controllability distribution is three almost everywhere. Since rank γ = 3, the chemical reaction system is strongly reachable almost everywhere, and the first condition of Theorem 4 is satisfied almost everywhere. Now we check if the second condition of Theorem 4 is satisfied. In order to do this, we calculate
that can be written as k 3 x 4 g(x) − x 2 [ f , g](x) , thus it is linearly dependent of g and [ f , g] in every fixed point, and the distribution g, ad f g is involutive in every point. This implies that the second condition of Theorem 4 is also satisfied, so the system is equivalent to a controllable and observable linear system almost everywhere. Now we determine the set of points in which the system is not controllable. Since g(x) = 0 if x 1 = 0 or x 2 = 0, it follows that the system is not controllable in the plane x 1 = x 2 = 0. Suppose now, that x 1 = 0 and x 2 = 0. It can be easily verified that the vector fields g, [ f , g] and [ f , [ f , g]] are linearly independent in this case. So the system is controllable in every x ∈ R 4 except if x 1 = 0 or x 2 = 0.
Discussion
We have shown that if all the reaction rate coefficients of a chemical reaction are control inputs, then the chemical reaction is controllable almost everywhere, and it is globally controllable in the positive orthant. We have shown, that making a reaction step reversible and adding it to the original reaction does not affect controllability.
In chemical engineering practice, reducing the number of control inputs is of great interest. We have defined critical reaction steps of input sets, that must remain in the input set to keep controllability properties. However, the state of being a critical reaction step depends on the current input set. We have defined the initializer reaction steps and showed that they are always critical reaction steps, independent of the input set. Thus the minimal number of control inputs can not be less than the number of initializer reaction steps. We have defined consecutive reactions, and proved that they can be controlled with a single input, moreover they can be transformed into a linear controllable and observable system almost everywhere, thus exact linearization of consecutive reactions can be done after finding a suitable output.
It is possible, that a reaction does not have an initializer reaction step, however it is still possible to find an initializer class of the reaction steps. We have proved, that there is always at least one critical reaction step in every initializer class. So the minimal number of required control inputs is not less than the sum of the number of initializer reaction steps and initializer classes.
Most of the results are specific for chemical reactions, and the theorems and definitions are expressed using chemical concepts like e.g. the species participating in the reactant and product complexes. However, Theorem 11 only uses the fact that chemical reactions are polynomial systems, so this theorem applies for any system whose dynamics is described by a differential equation with its right-hand side being a polynomial of the state variables, and being linear in the control inputs. So in the case of input affine polynomial systems, local reachability implies global reachability.
The results discussed here can also be applied for the controllability analysis of continuously stirred tank reactor models, provided that the necessary rate coefficients can be modeled as inflows or outflows. This is possible since for inflow (outflow) the equation is modeled as 0 k −→X (X k −→0), where 0 is the empty complex, so the differential equation corresponding to the concentration of X is a constant multiplied by the reaction rate, that is the rate of inflow (outflow) that can be controlled easily. Specifically, in the case of a consecutive reaction, the inflow of the species participating in the reactant complex of the initializer reaction step must be controlled to control the whole reaction.
It is a nontrivial question how the inputs are to be chosen in order to achieve a given final state, we shall return to this -important from the practical point of view -question later. Note that reaching an arbitrary point in the state space may require negative inputs, and the reaction rate coefficient must be positive in practice. This issue was not addressed in the paper, and is subject to further research.
In the future, we plan to investigate the observability of chemical reactions using the same approach. By using the Lie-algebra of the smooth vector fields, we hope to find global results for observability to generalize the local results that can be found e.g. in [6, 8] .
